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Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks 
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And 
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on 
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Navigation Tips

This interactive PDF includes… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events,  
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and  
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or  
right side tapping/right left swiping,  
depending on your viewing device.

Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Week One: Wiltshire

Preparation & Planning
A few words on how this trip came to be.

Day 1: Monday, September 13, 2004—Departure
Nail-biting confusion.

Day 2: Tuesday, September 14, 2004—Departure Postponed
Confused confusion, and a lesson learned.

Day 3: Wednesday, September 15, 2004—Iceland
Wherein we see enough to satisfy us.

Day 4: Thursday, September 16, 2004—Arrival, Stonehenge, Woodhenge, 
Avebury
Exhausted but game, we explore the Stonehenge landscape.

Day 5: Friday, September 17, 2004—Avebury
With the Stone Pagers!

Day 6: Saturday, September 18, 2004—Avebury
More of this enchanting place.

Day 7: Sunday, September 19, 2004—Transfer to Brittany
Following up on Pompeii.

Week Two: The Morbihan, Brittany

Day 8: Monday, September 20, 2004—Carnac
New friends share new stones.

Day 9: Tuesday, September 21, 2004—Various circles, alignment, etc.
A memorable lunch and beautiful landscapes.

Day 10: Wednesday, September 22, 2004—Gavrinis, Kernous
An accident and some magificent sites.

Day 11: Thursday, September 23, 2004—Many sites

Day 12: Friday, September 24, 2004—Ploemel
A bit of a day off.

Day 13: Saturday, September 25, 2004—Transfer to Landrellec
Discovering crepes along the way.

Table of Contents continued >
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Week Three: Pink Granite Coast, Brittany

Day 14: Sunday, September 26, 2004—Tregastel
Exploring our environs.

Day 15: Monday, September 27, 2004—Men ar Rompet, Sillon de Talbert, 
Abbaye de Beauport
We almost drown!

Day 16: Tuesday, September 28, 2004—Plage St. Guirec, Port L’Epine, 
Port Blanc, Penvelen
The coast, and shopping.

Day 17: Wednesday, September 29, 2004—Guingamp, Pointe de Plouha, 
Kermaria Chapel
Long views and local ones.

Day 18: Thursday, September 30, 2004—Lannion, Prajou Menhir, St. 
Dunzec, Kerguntuil, Treguier Cathedral

Day 19: Friday, October 1, 2004—Chapel at St. Samson, Crech Qiulle

Day 20: Saturday, October 2, 2004—Sept Saintes, Cap Frehel, Fort La 
Lotte, St.Malo

Day 21: Sunday, October 3, 2004—Menhir des Champs, Mont Saint 
Michelle, Elbeuf, Surveilliers

Day 22: Monday, October 4, 2004—Return

The Rocks in our Heads
 Rocks on the Land
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Preparation

Preparation

After our first trip Driving the Stone Age, Loie and I were so 
taken with European travel together, we were sure we wanted to do 
more. We had been in the habit of going to the beach for vacation, 
spending two weeks at rental houses on the Outer Banks of North 
Carolina with a gang of friends and family. These vacations had 
grown out of my family’s traditions of summer beach vacations, 
begun when I was a toddler.

When Loie and I first met, she was adamant that she would not 
go to the beach. This was an almost mortal blow. I had been on a 
beach vacation pretty much every year of my life, continuing to 
join my family even after I had moved out of our family house in 
Glyndon. I loved going to the beach.

Loie’s family had no beach tradition. For their holidays, they 
visited family in Wilkes Barre, where Loie was born, or Niagra Falls. 
The only time Loie had been to the beach was on a school outing. Of 
course, having no experience of beaching, Loie had no idea how to 
protect her fair skin. Her classmates told her to slather herself with 
baby oil and enjoy the sun. I’ve never been able to figure out if that 
advice was prompted by ignorance or childish malice, but you can 
imagine that a girl who was not at all an outdoor person, with the 
fairest of skin never long exposed to the hot summer sun, was soon 
fried to a crisp.

“And then,” Loie had told me, “We had to ride back home on that 
hot school bus, for four or five hours, all covered in sticky sand 
and sunburned. That was the most miserable time of my life. I’m 
not doing anything like that again.” Well of course I didn’t want 
the new found love of my life to do anything like that. I tried to tell 
her that it was possible to protect yourself, to use suntan lotion and 
wear a hat and sit under an umbrella. That there were ways to go to 
the beach. She remained, for a while, adamant. No beach for her.

Perhaps what eventually changed her mind was my persuading 
her to wear a hat and mittens in the winter. Loie gets cold easily, 
and she would never spend much time out in the winter. I don’t 
know if we can now remember the occasion, but sometime soon 
after we met, I had her wear one of my stocking type hats and a 
parka. Of course the hat did funny things to her hair, which is never 
desirable, but she very kindly admitted winter gear made winter 
more pleasant. And later, when I said Yo and her mother Grandma 
Dee were renting a house at Bethany Beach, Loie very kindly agreed 
to join me with them.

“Just for a weekend. I can get through a weekend,” she said. 
History was made. With her sun hat, the correct kind of lotion, 
an umbrella and the opportunity to take as many showers as she 
needed, Loie fell in love with the beach! That was in 1984, and from 
then until 1989 we spent at least a week every year going to the beach 
with Yo and my sister Sarah, and Sarah’s children as they were born. 
In 1990 we skipped a year, for some reason we can’t now remember, 
in 1991 our vacation was our honeymoon.

Then for a few years we beach vacationed with my Father at the 
Outer Banks. By 1996 Loie was arranging the beach vacations and 
Yo and our friends were staying with us in the houses we rented. 
Eventually Loie’s parents were coming with us, too.

“But we really can’t afford to go to Europe and have a beach 
vacation,” Loie said after our first trip Driving the Stone Age in 1999. 
“So we’ll go to the beach one year, and go to Europe the next. We’ll 
alternate.” As it turned out, we went to the beach that year, breaking 
the new rule almost as soon as it was declared. Sharing expenses 
with a crew made it affordable. And not only did we have a few 
years with both beach and Europe, but in 2004, by applying the 
same sharing principle, we went to Europe twice!
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Preparation

Of course on our first 2004 trip, Interlude III, “Four Vagabonds 
in Paris” (Paris, with Father and Friedrun), Father, having lost his 
very generous bet, contributed the cost of plane and lodging. Then 
Loie had an inspiration sparked by our email correspondence with 
the French Guys, Dana and Mike.* We had been discussing our 
mutual interest in the stones, and they suggested the next Driving 
the Stone Age trip should be to Carnac, in Brittany, Europe’s most 
dense concentration of megalithic monuments. Dana said they’d 
go too, if we ever did. I said a trip to Brittany should logically be 
combined with one to the monuments in Wiltshire, England, 
as the history of Brittany and southern England were so closely 
related. I had the romantic—and, as it turned out, rather impracti-
cal—notion of going across the English Channel by ferry, to really 
experience the closeness of the two places.

When the Frederick Guys, Mary and Ed, heard about this 
fantasy, they said they’d love to go back to southern England, where 
they had lived for a while years ago. They had never gotten to 
Stonehenge, and they too wanted to see it. Somehow, between all 
the enthusiasm of our friends, and the idea we could share expenses 
in rental houses in the countryside, we all agreed to go Driving the 
Stone Age in the Fall of 2004.

Even Elizabeth said she would come to Brittany. 
We prepared for this trip by reading everything we could reason-

ably get our hands on about “Neolithic landscapes.” This was our 
new kick: to see if we could discover how the farming stone-agers 
were thinking of the land, what their time pushing rocks might 

* A long time ago, Loie and I had taken to calling our friends Hilary and Mark 
The Guys. They were such good friends, with whom we shared so many adven-
tures, they got a nickname. Soon our good friends Laura and Paul became The 
Other Guys. It was natural then to continue the system; Dana and Mike quickly 
became The French Guys, even though they were technically Americans.

show us about their ideas of place, whether we could see anything 
more of our “The Quick and the Dead” theory (see Interlude III), in 
their biggest, most strenuously built monuments.

•
Loie worked finding rentals. The one in Wiltshire looked lovely: 

an old stone house that was a rectory for a now redundant church. 
We would share that with Mary and Ed.

A very modern house on the north coast had its “bottom in 
the water.” It took a few minutes to figure out the “bottom” of the 
back yard was the shore of a small estuary opening into a small 
bay. “Bottom in the water:” that was cute. We would share that with 
Mary and Ed again the third week.

Another rental in the Morbihan of Brittany was an old stone 
house in a tiny little town of about a half-dozen houses. That would 
be shared with the French Guys. It was not quite so elegant as the 
first house, but looked very comfortable. But was that a bunch of 
poohbah. For that house, rented through Gite de France, we had 
to sign contracts in incomprehensible French. My poor efforts ta 
Google translation made it sound like we were signing away our 
lives. Dana and Mike came to the rescue.

He wrote, “There’s a good reason why bureaucracy is a French 
word! They are the pros!” In the end, after inummerable emails, it 
turned out the biggest concern was renters’ insurance. As it turned 
out, the French Guys’ homeowners insurance would cover us, and 
that satisfied the Powers That Were.

We planned to ride a ferry across the Channel, which would 
require separate two car rentals. Mary and Ed decided to use the 
“Him Swap,” the oddball translation of a program that allowed 
them to rent one car, take it through the Chunnel on the train.

We found the web site for booking a Private Visit to Stonehenge: 
being four of 24 people who would get to wander around among 
the stones for an hour before they were closed off for normal 
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Preparation

visiting. We got a copy of Aubrey Burl’s Megalithic Brittany, and the 
Cadogan guide to Brittany, and started taking notes on sites we’d 
like to see.

Time to take our friends Driving the Stone Age and meet the 
French Guys!
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Day 1: Monday, September 13, 2004—Departure

Day 1: Monday, September 13, 2004—Departure

10:23 p.m.
Off to a bad start! There’s a problem with the wheel on 

our plane. Boarded late & deboarded shortly thereafter. No 
spare tire available & none can be found, we can’t fly out until 
tomorrow. Poopers! What a pain—but safety 1st. Iceland Air 
must feel awful.
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Day 2: Tuesday, September 14, 2004—Departure Postponed

Day 2: Tuesday, September 14, 2004—Departure Postponed

4:00 p.m.
Were told that ticket desk would be open at 2:00 p.m. to 

answer questions, make final arrangements. We were taken 
to a hotel at or around midnight. Told we would be on same 
flight next day (today). Midnight snacks devastated by the 
time we got to them. I slept little, and at around 7:00 a.m. was 
trying to call 800# to see what was what. No answer. Bucky 
took over at around 9:30, no luck; no answer. When Bucky got 
back to our room, I said Ed had spoken to someone at 800#, 
found that we were now scheduled to lay over in Reykjavik 
until 4 p.m. and then standby for London, arriving (if we flew) 
at 10:00 p.m. We decided to eat free lunch, then go to airport 
for opening of desk to complain. At lunch, a stranger told us 
“50 to 60 people” had been to airport desk already, getting 
other flights. We took shuttle to airport desk (1½ hours), and 
got in line. By the time we got to air agent, all she would do 
was tell us we might get a standby on an 8:15 a.m. flight (the 
time we were confirmed before), that she would confirm us 
on the 4 p.m. and that we should comeback at 5 p.m. for check 
in. We went into the main terminal, had a snack, decided to 
go back to desk, stood in line for another hour or so.

**LESSON: Never accept what they offer you. Never wait. 
As soon as trouble begins, fix it. Immediately or at least, as 
soon as possible.

7:58 p.m.
We are supposed to begin boarding @ 8 p.m., but there are 

no agents on duty. The plane parked outside has a different 
name, so we assume it is not the plane with the flat tire. As of 
about 5 or 6 p.m., word we heard from agents was that the tire 

was being driven up from Washington. We asked to be ON 
THE PLANE that did NOT have the bad tire.

We all think we will sleep on this flight! Bucky’s eyes are 
completely bloodshot. I’m past tired, into some strange men-
tal state, like being in a Twilight Zone episode.
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Day 3: Wednesday, September 15, 2004—Iceland

Day 3: Wednesday, September 15, 2004—Iceland

8:20 a.m. Local Time
We were (alas) unable to get standby seats on the early flight 

to LHR, so were in Iceland until 4 p.m. Our “consolation” gift 
is free breakfast & a free trip to the Blue Lagoon.

Mary said, “When you’re traveling you should take advan-
tage of every opportunity that comes. Take the unanticipated 
events and turn them into a positive experience.” (Rick 
Steve’s advice).

Ed said, “We’ve encountered no problems, only opportuni-
ties in need of solutions.”

Bucky said, “Well, I’m positive I’m hungry.”
I said, “I have wanted to see Iceland, and now we will. 

Recent travel experiences (last 36 hours) bode well for the 
ability of the 4 of us to be great travel companions.”

Bucky said, “Let’s go shopping!” I think he means for an 
Icelandic wool sweater. I can’t imagine him wanting to shop, 
per se.

We’ve just finished our free breakfast at the airport cafete-
ria: fatty cured ham over buttered brown bread, topped with 
light mayo, peas, olive, tomato, egg, pear, cucumber. Bucky 
had smoked salmon with black and red caviar. Outside the 
cafeteria windows a huge, metal egg sculpture with a beak or 
a tail breaking thru.

2:45 p.m.
We’ve been to the Blue Lagoon, courtesy of Iceland Air for 

our delay. We left at 10 a.m. on a big comfortable bus & drove 
20 minutes thru lichen covered lava rocks (from an eruption 
in the 1,200s), seeing some low rocky hills & steam! Bucky and 
I chose to go into the mineral/thermal pool & I had a massage. 

FABULOUS! My first f loating massage, with the massage 
therapist also in the water. I was f loating on a mat with a 
pillow roll & a thin but heavy blanket over me. She massaged 
my neck & shoulders (all lying on my back), face & scalp, 
hands & arms, waist/hip, and a little on my feet. I paid for 30 
minutes of foot massage, but I think this might have been 
longer. Then she let me float. The water is pale “icy” blue, but 
warm & in spots hot! After my massage, Bucky showed me 
about going under a waterfall to let the warm water pound 
his back. He’d been exploring the Lagoon, finding a sauna 
room cut into a rock face, and the hot spots where the water 
rises into the Lagoon. I was calm, relaxed & mellow! Sent a 
postcard to work and Mother & Father. Now we are finishing 
a snack & awaiting our flight to LHR. We should board in 45 
minutes.

FINALLY! Hooray!*

* 





Courtesy of Ed

The Blue Lagoon.

http://www.bluelagoon.com/
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The fierce wind blew off Bucky’s hat!
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The Jet Nest. Really.

http://www.kefairport.is/English/Shortcuts/About-us/Art-and-Design/
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Day 4: Thursday, September 16, 2004—Arrival, Stonehenge, Woodhenge, Avebury

Day 4: Thursday, September 16, 2004—Arrival, Stonehenge, Woodhenge, Avebury

11:50 p.m.
We were able to rouse ourselves to get our 6:45 a.m. “private 

visit” to Stonehenge. Pretty amazing, considering we didn’t 
arrive until about 12:15 this morning (M25 S access road was 
CLOSED PM 9/15!!!! We had to figure an alternate route on 
the fly). Even with being tired & frustrated, getting used to an 
English car, getting out of immense confusing Heathrow late 
at night, in the dark, dodging fast, knowledgeable drivers, we 
found the Old Vicarage Cottage. Much to our relief, Mary 
and Ed arrived about 30 minutes later. They were completely 
exhausted. Mary said she lost it a little in the car. She had 
slept very little since our departure—while Bucky, Ed and I 
were able to sleep on our flights, she did not. None the less, 
after we all went to bed at around 2 or 2:20 this morning, we 
all arose at 5:30 to go to Stonehenge.

We were glad we did—Stonehenge was magnificent. It was 
quite cool & breezy—the first frost was on the ground. Many 
of the “private” group chanted or sang, communed with 
the stones, prayed, probed for the psychic energy, etc. And 
a few like us took pictures. I loved being able to touch the 
stones & stand in between them. They are so massive. They 
don’t look big, in a sense, because of their proportions. But 
looking at a person standing next to one, you realize how 
enormously big & bulky the stones really are. How DID they 
put the lintels on top? I’d love to have a Burning Man crew 
discussion on how to accomplish such a task. And why build 
such a thing? For the same reason as building a Chartres?

Our security guard recommended we try Friar Tuck 
for an English breakfast, in Amesbury. We did & it was 
filling, mediocre & inexpensive. A poster in the window 

proclaimed the annual fair—the 1,200th or so. The chain 
bakery across the street, Reeves the Baker had excellent 
baked goods—Eccels buns (crisp, buttery pastry stuffed with 
currants) & apple & treacle tarts. Lots more but one can only 
consume so much! Plus bread for picnic lunch. 

Back to the house for a much needed nap. In Wilton 
we paused at the parking lot farmer’s market to buy local 
fruit, cheese and some hard cider. Bucky was drooling over 
the potatoes cooking in the fat dripping off the rotisserie 
chicken, which we forewent as we didn’t think we needed hot 
food. After our nap we were all out at 2 p.m. to Woodhenge. 
Woodhenge was interesting because concrete posts recreate 
the location and size of the tree posts. Well, the diameters. 
Although the structure is not known, the placement of the 
posts is interesting. The pattern of the rings of posts is oval, 
the long axis seems to be generally oriented to Stonehenge, 
but Stonehenge isn’t visible.

We talked with Bournemouth U archaeology students who 
were surveying Durrington Walls, across the road. This henge 
was enormous. But for what purpose? We drove on back to 
Stonehenge to see the cursus, but first had picnic lunch at 
tables in the parking lot. We parked at the visitor center, and 
as we walked to the picnic tables, Bucky spotted the circles 
painted on the asphalt. He said they marked postholes, which 
he thinks are older than Stonehenge. During our picnic, a 
strong wind was blowing our paper napkins around. The 
cheeses were delicious, as were the Cox apples. I was able to 
buy some postcards in the visitor center. 

The cursus was enormous. There’s not much to it, just two 
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Day 4: Thursday, September 16, 2004—Arrival, Stonehenge, Woodhenge, Avebury

low ditches running for hundreds of yards across a field. There 
are ancient barrows at both ends. Unlike Orkney, we can’t 
see what ties these sites—Durrington Walls, Woodhenge, 
Stonehenge, the cursus—together geographically. Other than 
that they’re all within a mile of each other.

Stonehenge is barely visible from the cursus & when it is, it 
is unimpressive. Stonehenge is much more intimate than dra-
matic on this landscape, odd though that sounds. We drove 
to Avebury (couldn’t wait till tomorrow!) & stopped at the Red 
Lion for Flowers IPA, local Wadsworth (Devizes) ale & sherry. 
Then navigating to Bell Inn in Wylye. Got a good review in 
the house info (Good Guides cover it).

Bell Inn was quite nice—a 14th century coaching inn built 
in 1343 & since modernized! (No more thatched roof, & ame-
nities added.) It was cozy and pleasant. The proprietor/
bartender advised us to order food from the start quickly; 
as the kitchen was closing (it was 10 p.m.). Bucky ordered 
Cumberland bangers with mash & gravy plus Crop Circle 
ale; I had local trout swimming in butter & covered in crispy 
almonds accompanied by huge sides of steamed broccoli, 
green beans & carrots & boiled new white potatoes, all steam-
ing hot & with slabs of (local) sweet butter; & wine from 
Spain. Mary had lemon sole & white wine. Ed had Chicken 
Marsala & beer. All of our portions were hearty, fatty & piping 
hot AND delicious! After supper, I had the best Irish coffee of 
my life & Ed had a calypso—coffee with cream and Kahlua or 
Tia Maria. All together, 60£ and 10£ tip or 35£ a couple and 
well worth it. Then a quick drive home & our first full night of 
sleep in days.
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Wonderfully greasy breakfast.
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Woodhenge.
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Stonehenge Cursus.
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Not exhausted enough: on to Avebury.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avebury
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Day 5: Friday, September 17, 2004—Avebury

Day 5: Friday, September 17, 2004—Avebury

7:10 a.m.
Showered & waiting for Mary & Ed to do the same. Today’s 

our day to meet Jimitt & Nigel for a tour of Avebury. It’s some-
what cloudy and sprinkling, but Bucky just called me out to 
see a complete rainbow stretching over the Farthing’s house!

7:45 p.m. Avebury! With Jim and Nigel (and Pete G)
Wet! We were late by 15 minutes. Started at the Sanctuary. 

Jim and Nigel are friends met through The Stone Pages web 
site. Jim is a stocky, pleasantly rough hewn fellow who runs a 
landscaping business. Nigel turned out to be the Old Man of 
the Mountain: lanky, full bearded, soft spoken & totally opin-
ionated. They were gracious guides & great companions for 
exploring the Avebury area. They were waiting at the parking 
lot—not another soul. It wasn’t hard to find each other. Heavy 
drizzle. After introductions all ’round, and commiserations 
on the weather, we began by walking north a bit along the 
Ridgeway. Our guides both agreed this was a good way to 
get ourselves oriented. The Ridgeway is an ancient—probably 
prehistoric—trail. Many famous people over the millennia 
walked where we did.

Saw Silbury Hill peeking above the Ridgeway Ridge. 
Apparently its flat top seems to hover just above the ridge in 
many places, for long stretches. Was this effect deliberate? 
Saw flints coming up out of the chalk. Sarsens, along the track 
that probably came out of the Sanctuary. (Pete G. has been 
cleaning weeds from the sarsens along the Ridgeway track.) 
Back down hill, were waved at by people in van. Thumbs 
up to the enthusiasts (us!). We were soaking wet. Maybe not 
quite as wet as on our day at Callanish!

Then the bottom end of the Avenue—walked up it a bit, 
noting the way it skirts along Waden Hill, and the “pairing” 
of the lozenge and pillar shapes. An unexcavated ring (?) is in 
the clump of trees north of the farm that’s near the bottom. 
Up the Kennett Road into Avebury henge itself. By then it 
was raining pretty hard, so we decided to go up to the Barn 
Café for coffee.

Caravaned the cars up to park in the Red Lion Pub parking 
lot, right in the middle of town in the middle of the henge. 
Extraordinary place, to be puttering around in a four or five 
thousand year old monument. Coffee shop in one barn wing. 
Very nice illustrations of aerial views of Avebury area at dif-
ferent prehistoric eras. Noted the giant palisade at bottom of 
Avenue near the Sanctuary. Coffees, ginger beer, slices of date 
nut cake etc. furnished us for the next bit.

Explored museum, with the “approaching 80 years old” 
volunteer docent. Wondered if Nigel had been the model for 
the bearded mannequin on display. Museum small but inter-
esting—lots of artifacts & brief but pithy information. Saw the 
dove cote near the museums then over to the Red Lion for 
lunch. Specialty pies, Bucky venison, mine was wild boar.

We  s t a r t e d  d r i n k i n g  b e e r &  b e for e  lon g  Pe t e 
Glastonbury & daughter Sam showed up. Then the fun began! 
(We had already bought Pete’s CD at the bar—but had no idea 
he would show up.) Nigel & Jim were smiling up their sleeves—
they had planned this all along, as a surprise! Impossible to 
write down everything we learned!

Pete led us on a tour—very close to Burl’s tour, but with 
new information. Basic point—a very small % of Avebury has 
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been investigated. There is undoubtedly much underground. 
Pete lives in Avebury Trusloe—his knowledge of Avebury is 
intimate & very current. Pete said a new site to the east, maybe 
Fyfield Downs—a barrow—had been ploughed & uncovered 
new, untouched material. We heard about political pres-
sures—money to do some things but not to preserve and 
restore SH. Polisher stone in Avenue. The Avenue made some 
odd jigs. During the walk Pete told us about a bazillion loca-
tions & places to investigate.

He showed us holes in the stones where fossils had been 
pried out, including one with tiny bits still there! He said that 
stone had a much bigger fossil piece in it when he was a child. 
One stone had been cemented & put back together. Many, 
really, some more than others. We sat in the Devil’s Chair 
and looked up thru the hole. Stones in the Avenue may have 
had their “better,” smoother side facing in. Same for those in 
the outer ring. Pete seemed to pooh-pooh the male-female 
stone idea.

Nigel & Jim were incensed over the bureaucratic negligence 
by the EHS and NT regarding Avebury, particularly regard-
ing Silbury Hill. Lots of talk about that. Nigel says watch for 
the “Stonehengineers.”

Pete had to go, and we continued on to West Kennet Long 
Barrow—an interesting tomb on the side of a hill across the 
road from Silbury. (Jim has slept in the Barrow many nights, 
he says). Mortuary practices changed, and the barrow was 
sealed up, with the remains of about 40 people.

Coming down the slope. Jim told us to look for “the sur-
prise.” It turned out to be “Baby Sil,” a small version of Silbury 
Hill, close by, along the road, tree covered. There has yet been 
no exploration. During this time, Nigel had been walking 
around Silbury Hill, looking for treasures. We all went to the 

New Inn at Monkston to meet up with Pete again & his wife, 
for a birthday gathering. (Never were clear whose bday.) We 
followed Jim down a wrong lane, until he realized we were 
going wrong! Back out to Swindon Road—the next turn had 
a big sign for the New Inn.

Supper—ham, eggs, chips, Mary’s with melted cheese—at 
a long table in the front bar room with faux medieval decora-
tions. I can’t imagine how the place makes money, except 
from relatives. It didn’t seem to be the place to attract many 
tourists. Mary and Ed hung on to the bitter end. We met two 
dogs, one a pup (7 weeks old) named Ollie, & watched an 
enthusiastic match of darts. People start drinking at the bar 
at 6 a.m.!

We stayed at the party pretty late for such an active day. Jim 
had a long drive home, so we offered to let him stay overnight 
at our house.* 

* That turned out to be a good idea!









The Red Lion, Avebury.





Continuing Avebury tour.













West Kennett Long Barrow.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Kennet_Long_Barrow






Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed
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Silbury Hill.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silbury_Hill
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Courtesy of Ed
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M & E off back to England, after Ed’s documentation of the 
rental.

We, back to Avebury with Jim! After coffee at the New 
Inn—becoming our New Hangout—Jim took us around the 
corner to the church of St Mary Magdalene to see the Sheela 
Na Gig on the font.

Next we walked around Silbury Hill with Jim, but found 
no treasures.* He did teach Bucky—who was wearing his 
shorts—about stinging nettle. Jim took off and we went on 
exploring Avebury—first to the Red Lion for lunch (Welsh 
lamb for me & smothered chicken—mushroom gravy with 
“bacon” for Bucky). We didn’t eat until 4 p.m. There were 
boatloads of people in Avebury including 20-something 
hippie drummers. Two weddings—one in the church and one 
medieval outdoors—everyone in costume parading along the 
henge to some big trees. Nigel had said the day before “the 
druids go crazy about these trees.” The people in the medieval 
parade were wearing running shoes.

Bucky & I walked as much of the circle as is still possible—
it’s truly amazing. Complete circumambulation except for 
destroyed west entrance.

I stopped in the antiques shop & got an earful from Brian 
Sumbler, who was born in Avebury in 1939 & has lived in 
the circle all of his life. Brian The Stone Man claims to have 
grown up living next to, & knowing, Alexander Keiler: the 
circle’s restorer. Brian’s a kook too, just a different one! He 

* Both Nigel and Jim thought there might be Neolithic flint tools weathering out 
of the Hill. It was worth a look, and got us more acquainted with Silbury Hill and 
the landscape immediately around it.

promises to take us on a tour the time we meet and to show 
us circles Pete G. doesn’t know about!

He said he was privileged to live in such a magical place. 
According to him, the henge was about survival—babies. 
Definitely the mother goddess/procreation idea. I think 
Avebury naturally attracts a lot of interesting people.

We returned to Amesbury, bought Marmite & found a pub 
in Welton—the Wheatsheaf. I finally had fish & chips and 
Bucky had a Ploughman’s with Wiltshire ham (they make it 
themselves) and local cheeses.

Notes:
New Inn supper—Wiltshire ham, eggs & chips
Red Lion lunch on Friday—Wild boar puff pastry with 

vegetables
Thursday supper—Bell Inn on the way home from 

Avesbury—Oops! I think I already wrote this down!



It was a lovely house; we spent hardly any time there.
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The Sheela Na Gig (?) on the font in St Mary Magdalene.

http://www.sheelanagig.org/index.html%23http://www.sheelanagig.org/SheelaWinterbourneMonkton.htm


Silbury Hill.























Avebury.



























Druid wedding.
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21:30 on the train to Auray
Off to France!
Today has gone well. We charged out at 7:55 and had a 

good drive to South Hampton. The A36 was again balled up 
around Salisbury, but the diversion went well, and we were in 
good time at the airport to return the car and catch the first 
train. Another character—the security guard who told us to 
leave luggage and “lovely wife” at the airport arrival while 
Bucky parked the car in the Avis lot & walked back. Tiny little 
place, so no problem with a luggage cart & walking over to the 
train station. Two friendly Brits told us about a food festival 
and helped hump luggage on the train.

Naps on the way to Poole. Ramps to walk down and trudge 
up in Poole, to get from platform to taxi stand. More chaffing 
about immense amounts of luggage from the taxi drivers, 
but of course plenty of help getting organized. Bucky said 
the men’s room at the ferry port had many posters, photos of 
local dolphins. We never saw any. Our taxi driver pointed out 
some boats in dock & told us he had two of them—Sunseekers, 
huge power yachts that might cost a quarter million dollars. 
When he said we had a good day for the ferry, Bucky told him 
it was a good day to work on those two boats. Took him a 
back a bit, then with a grin, “I wish.” Cheese, Wiltshire ham, 
pear, bread, croissant on picnic tables outside.

The ferry ride, stopping @ Guernsey, was uneventful, 
although it was bumpy & made me too seasick to walk around. 
It was far too windy & spraying water to stay outside when 
“grand vitesse” was reached, but Bucky was out on deck any-
way. We went out to look at Guernsey, but mostly I slept in my 
reserved, reclining seat! Bucky bought cigarettes in the duty 

free shop to use up our English pounds, between Guernsey 
and St. Malo. In St. Malo a helpful French lady told us that we 
needed to call for a taxi, even though there was an official taxi 
stand. One came in about 10 minutes and we got our train to 
Rennes (then Auray) with no problems. In Rennes, we needed 
a baggage chariot to go up and over to the departing tracks 
area. We had an hour—plenty of time. A young man showed 
Bucky where to get it, although it took a while to understand 
that “chariot” meant “cart!” Bucky had to get coins from 
a taxi driver. I bought a ham & cheese baguette for a snack 
which we shared.

Late night!
On the train to Auray, an older couple from Belfast sat 

across from us—McLean or McClay or something. They 
were visiting friends in Auray, and spend a good bit of time 
in France every year because they have a cottage in France 
near Belgium. They have friends and family in the US, 
France, & England.

When we arrived in Rennes (trains were exactly on time) 
our train for Auray, car #18, was supposed to pull up a little 
ways from the platform marker “J” and the door to our car 
stopped just in front of us. But in Auray at 10:38, no Dana or 
Mike! Luckily, a fellow had called a cab & I asked the driver to 
come back for us. Bucky’s French allowed us to understand 
his consternation about the somewhat vague printed direc-
tions we had. He found our house—24€ & a 6€ tip for being 
our savior. Dana and Mike were up and had been planning 
to serve us supper—they’d been to the train station at 8:38, 
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not 10:38. We had a snack of paté, bread, cheese & loads of red 
wine from their local cooperative in the Lot valley. A huge 
cardboard box with a plastic bag full of wine inside. It’s refill-
able, but I think there will be plenty to last us a week!

Mike showed us the old well outside the front door with 
interesting carvings and the rose that grew tomatoes.















Arriving in France.
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Our predicted lovely weather was cloudy but not chilly. 
We didn’t get out to pick up on car until 11:30. Dana went on 
ahead (I needed the bathroom) to tell Europcar to stay open 
through the lunch hour. We were very glad to have the help 
of Dana & Mike, because the agents insisted we had paid 
for insurance, which we didn’t want due to our VISA card 
providing car insurance. The value of our car is 20,000 Euros! 
It’s a diesel engine, which should be cheaper gas.

Dana got us totally lost coming home! We stopped at a 
closed restaurant somewhere out in the countryside, and had 
a moment of fun when explaining we were looking for the 
Gentlemen’s Club. Of course we didn’t want the club per se, 
but it was a prominent landmark, featured in our original 
directions that had bothered our taxi savior, so we felt if 
we could get to it, we could find our way home. We finally 
got our car home, then went out with Dana & Mike—to 
lunch! Bucky picked out a restaurant from the Green Guide—
Auberge Le Ratelieu—quite lovely with a 17€ meal. 1st a tiny 
bowl of French gazpacho. Then smoked salmon & tabouleh 
for Mike & I and huitres for Dana & Bucky. Hard cider, of 
course. Tuna & potatoes (tuna had liver inside) for me and 
Mike, Cod & ??? for Dana & Bucky. Then dessert! Cheese 
board & salad for me, Dana & Mike. Chocolate cake & crème 
Anglaise for Bucky. Coffee for Dana & I & a plate of petit fours 
including 4 cocoa rolled chocolate truffles—YUM!

Interesting lunch conversation—According to Dana, when 
she and Mike lived in Italy, she saw that once a week the 
old people put out 1½ liter bottles of pee & the bottle were 
replaced with spaghetti and paper towels. Finally she asked 
the urine collector about this weird arrangement. “Are you 

past menopause?” “No.” “How about him?” “No.” They didn’t 
qualify—the collectors were collecting post-menopausal 
pee—an ingredient needed to make L’Oreal Cream Rinse! Oh 
brother!

After lunch, we checked out the Carnac alignments—
amazing, but not with the same sense of place as Avebury. 
Also, from what we saw today, not so revered and fawned over. 
But thousands of stones! They are fenced in, due to so much 
tramping causing erosion. According to Burl, the Kercado 
tumulus is the oldest/earliest megalithic site, @ 4,700 BC. It 
has a double ax in the table (ceiling) & other indecipherable 
marks. A menhir on top & at the front. I think the stones 
mark the dead. To get in we paid 1€ each, honor system. The 
tumulus was in a beautiful wooded setting, very fragrant. 
Originally a cromlech surrounded it—only a few stones left, 
a chief was cremated and buried there.  (How do they know 
who this person was?)

It spit rain off & on & oh yes, first we went to the Prehistory 
Museum—actually went into Roman era. Fairly interesting 
to follow along the history—saw some replicas of stones 
with “shields,” escutcheons. Then later, while exploring the 
alignments, we saw a shield on the old windmill that looked 
almost the same!

We heard a lot about St. Michael as we drove around—not 
a nice Saint—no mess Nazi Saint. It was Michael who kicked 
Lucifer out of heaven.

BK 16 60 million Frenchmen can’t be wrong.
Back to the house after a grocery store stop. Supper—duck 

confit, potatoes sautéed in duck fat and garlic and sprinkled 
with lots of fresh parsley, lovely lemony salad and more red 
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wine and silly stories. Relative Pete the bum & ??? chiroprac-
tor. Belgium—Brussels has a restaurant that serves rat. In the 
St. Denis Museum, there are bills of fare for cat & rat. Also 
remember the globe of rats in Carpentras. I can see we’re 
going to get along fine with our new friends.



The Le Ménec alignment, right in Carnac town.











At one end of the alignment is a cromlech: a stone circle.



The Kermario alignment.









Our first picture of The French Guys, Dana and Mike.



























Kercado.
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Began with marmite toast, which I liked a lot. We got 
out of house around 11:00, with Bucky driving the Renault. 
First stop was at Mané-Kerioned, a small group of chamber 
dolmens, across the road from a bowling alley. Next, drove 
down to Quiberon.

Just before the peninsula, we saw the Galleon of Sea Shells, 
but didn’t stop. After crossing the narrow bit of the peninsula, 
we stopped opposite the fort & walked down to a sandy beach. 
Found shells & mystic crystals. Heard about the adventures of 
Bob and told some about Mark Peeling. Then, into center of 
Quiberon & without stopping went to Le Vivier for lunch—on 
the point Berg Er Gollanech, with perfect view of the Côte 
Sauvage.

Shared a coucillage assiet, & a fromé assiet with chips. Yet 
more cider, this time a strong mix of apple & peat or manure. 
We called that “leathery” to be polite. Outside the restaurant 
were huge stone walled cells reaching down into the water. 
Fish tanks?

Of f  to Pointe de Cong uel  for a  Three-Point-Fan 
view & stones. Walked along beach & path past oyster-bucket 
fisherman as the tide went out. Egrets on the rocky shore. 
Just before the point we passed hundreds of little grey snails 
and gray-with-brown-spots snails clinging to grass along the 
path, all alive. At the point, we realized the stones were at the 
car park, not on the actual point! But the view & the table of 
orientation were more than worth the short walk. A kestrel 
hovered above the grass and plunged at prey.

Walked back and could not find the stones. We thought 
following Burl, they should be in a trailer park, but could not 
find them in the most obvious “park.” Had to admit defeat. 

Driving back by Côte Sauvage—film crew with 2 young 
women in the sea—Blue Beard adaptation. On the mainland, 
Mike was reading Burl & the Cadogan & took us by Moulin de 
St Pierre Quiberon, a lovely little alignment in a neighbor-
hood—some big stones. Supper at home of the car lunch 
supplies—bread, English cheese, French cheeses bought by 
the guys, English fruits. Watched Jurrasic Park in French with 
Dana but poor old Mike couldn’t take it. Too corny for him!

For extra notes: On the way home; the litt le align-
ment & cromlech in town was solid stone all round. (What 
remained of it.) The alignment extended into what is now 
water. Mike wanted the eroded, broken stone. Reminded him 
of his old cars.



Mane-Kerioned.



























The Quiberon peninsula.

















Lunch at Le Vivier.

















Exploring the Côte Sauvage.



























A movie being filmed.







Snails along the Pointe de Conguel walk.



Alignment and cromlech de Saint Pierre.
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On the way out of the Post Office,* I tripped on a low 
curb & fell on my wrist. Hoping it was just sprained, we 
continued on & Bucky tied my wrist with a handkerchief. 
That helped. Ate crepes (Mike—pizza) at Le View Point in 
Le Bono, from Cadogan p.419. In searching that, read about 
Kernous, and decided to come back to see that on the way 
home (Cad. p. 421).

At the ferry to the island of Gavrinis, Bucky started to get 
on the wrong boat! The boat to Gavrinis was small & it was 
a chilly ride, but a short one. We passed by Er Lannic at a 
distance, a few of the stones coming up out of the water as the 
tide went out. Gavrinis can only be toured with a guide—well 
protected & we were kept waiting outside a locked shed—
entrance to the fenced tomb. We shivered in the wind. We 
had to leave all personal belongings in a bin in the shed, then 
we were in.

Our guide presented the exterior information in French, 
but some information on signs was available in English. We 
think some reconstruction had been done—the stone walls 
of entrance were very tidy. Finally in, not allowed to touch 
the stones, the carvings were impressive. There are appar-
ent similarities between Gavrinis and Newgrange, both in 
the carvings and in the entrance of the sun to the tomb on 
December 21st. When it was time to go, our docent firmly 
hustled us out. Er Lannic was a bit more revealed, but we did 
not pass close by it to see both rings.

Found Kernous—a walk through pretty woods with 
glimpses of the bay through the trees. Mike went ahead and 

* In Carnac?

was nowhere to be seen. Dana called his name. He answered 
from inside the dolmen & Dana asked if the fairies had stolen 
him.

My wrist is aching.** 

** Loie must indeed have been in bad pain by that evening. She’s left out several 
sites we had seen that day, probably before the Post Office Accident. According 
to her photos, the day began on the Locmariaquer Peninsula, with the Grand 
Menhir Brisé and its associated monuments: the Er-Grah tumulus and Table des 
Marchand dolmen. Then we went to the other shore for the Pierres Plates dolmen.

Then we went to the bay to see Gavrinis.



At home, leaving for a long day.









The Grand Menhir Brisé.









The Tumulus Er Grah.













The Table des Marchands.



















Dolmen des Pierres Plates.













Gavrinis.



Er Lannic, flooded by rising sea levels.







Approaching Kernous dolmen.
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Locoal Mendon—Pen-Er-Pont
Bizarre Templar cross & marker. Maltese cross on either 

side of prophylactic marks & carved letters/symbols. Found 
Iron Age marker with T cross.*

* Ten years (!) after taking this wonderful trip I’m formatting these diaries, and 
making a Google Map of all our travel lodgings and prehistoric sites. Locating 
these few in Locoal Mendon had me stumped. Our Prehistory Life List said “two 
Christianized menhirs in Locoal Mendon (unknown, Men-ar-Menah).” None 
of my online resources were listing Men-ar-Menah. I couldn’t even remember 
where I got that name! 

Eventually I thought to try changing “ar” to “er” in my Google search and found 
some information. Then I thought to check Megalithic Brittany by Aubrey Burl, 
one of our indispensable guidebooks for the trip. Bingo! He gave the “ar” spelling. 
I’m not even going to try to figure that out. But just so that in another ten years, we 
won’t have to try and remember, I’m making a note of the confusions now.

Another problem was that two of these stones share a name! The first of them 
we saw was…
http://locoaletmendon.free.fr/histoire.htm
STELE OF PROSTLON, also called “MEN MENAH ER” or “CROSS PROSTLON”

The stele, spindle-shaped, high of more than two meters, ending in a cap 
emphasized by a torus and a twist from which hang like two braids. Some 
people tried to find the representation of a female hair. In addition, it is engraved 
with a cross pattée with both sides of the shaft, vertical inscription. “CROUXX 
PROSTLON” The uncial characters back to a period from the ninth to the twelfth 
century.

History knows a woman named Prostlon. She was the daughter of King 
Solomon and wife of Britain Pascuèthen Vannes count. She probably died in 875 
and was buried in Saint-Sauveur de Redon because January 8th following, Count 
Pascuèthen went on his grave and on this occasion made   donations to the abbey.

It was at this princess which is generally related to the stele Locoal.
But Borderie leaning instead for a namesake and Gildas Bernier denied any 

funerary.
Yet it seems obvious that if cared monument can only belong to a considerable 

figure. On the other hand, the word “crux” is found elsewhere with a funeral 
meaning.

Could we not consider that Prostlon, died in Locoal was then transported to 
Redon to be buried? This hypothesis to justify, in this place, the presence of the 
stele, she was raised by Pascuèthen itself or by the monks of Redon when they 
became owners of Locoal.

Anyway, we are in the presence of one of the oldest monuments of Christian 
Britain [Brittany] and there is nothing to say that this is the reuse of a Gallic stele.

Much less old, the nearby cross appears as the perfect type of those encountered 
several times in the Belz area. Its square base, in camera, which has a base date 
from 1807 reads, perhaps only that of a restoration. The quadrangular barrel rises 
high enough before blossoming into four gui backed arcs form a cross with trefoil 
ends. In the central diamond with curved sides fits a flower with six petals and a 
little lower, five cups arranged in a cross reminiscent of Christ places.

Thus, these two monuments, one of the early middle ages and one likely sign 
the end of the flat landscape of the “palue” of Locoal-Mendon.
THE STELES

Many curious and erected stones, known as stelae or lechs, meet in the territory 
of Locoal and the surrounding region. Their origin and destination gave rise to 
various interpretations.

“MENAH MEN ER” (THE STONE MONK)
100 meters beyond the church, Couëdo the road, facing the former home of the 

boatman, we see a lech 1.40 m high, in the shape of a quadrangular pyramid and 
embossed with a wide pattée cross (Maltese cross) inscribed in a circle, with over 
a small cross carved hollow. This is called lech stone monk “Mén Menah er”.
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Photos of St. Fiacre in niche. Asked lady in church for 
directions to Knights Templar church: back to Mendon, 
past the new houses & hay humps, turn at unmarked road. 
Couldn’t find the Templar church. Stopped @ the entrance to 
a park—silly poor English translation!

Kerzerho including the “Giants” & a pipi ristique (B) 
for no points! One donut stone. One stone with a “dotted” 
line—modern? Road runs through the 2 kilometers of the 
alignment. Crucuno—quadrilateral stones and Pythagorean 
triangle. Mane Groh dolmen.



A “Templar” stone: Lech de Pen-er-Pont.





Croix de Pen-er-Pont, 1700s. There are three of these 
in the area, all probably by the same artisan. “…
engraved at its base bears a date of restoration: 1807 
C. Jugo…”





The stone in the foreground is the Mén Menah er 
(or some variant spelling): The Stone Monk. 
The Maltese cross leads people to believe it 
might be Templar.



Alignments of Kerzerho.











































Dolmen de Crucuno.











Dolmen de Mane-Groh.









Home again!
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Day 12: Friday, September 24, 2004—Ploemel

10:20 a.m.
Oh Brother! Yesterday’s notes incomplete—Dana took me 

to the hospital emergency room & radiologist for my wrist. 
Turns out its broken! I have a cast from hand to above my 
elbow.

Now, this morning, she’s taking Michael to the “urgence.” 
Instead of just foot problems, he woke this morning at 6 a.m. 
with severe leg pain—a new development, and “the most pain” 
he’s ever had. Bucky is still asleep—he & Mike stayed up late 
last night.

Late night
Dana & Mike returned in a couple of hours with a diag-

nosis of pinched nerves—sciatica. He had been given several 
medications—anti-inf lammatory, pain, & one for settling 
his stomach. We had just begun to enjoy Garlic soup, but 
they had done some procuring, so we sat down to hazel 
nut salami & another, cheese, bread, wine. Mike may have a 
herniated disk, which could be a different matter.

While he rested after lunch, we enjoyed the yard & decided 
where to go for supper, finally choosing to try again at 
L’Auberge in St Anne D’Auray. This required us to go out 
to telephone & so we decided to visit Ploemel. We found the 
telephone & made a reservation. I called Dr. Bollinger about 
setting up an appointment on 10/5 to see a bone specialist 
(have to call back on Monday). We found the local library 
open & of course, visited. It had moved in April from a small 
place next to the Pharmacy. Now all new furniture & open 11 
hours per week—1 part time employee & volunteers!

There was an exhibition of local painters and we liked one 

painting in particular. The librarian found the artist’s real 
name and number & we tried to call—no answer. Dana got 
his “address” at the Pharmacy—the next town of Keverin. 
We decided to walk & find him, passing, enroute, a grotte of 
the Virgin Mary. After tramping around, we found the house 
(unkempt yard) but no artist. Dana wrote a note & we stuffed 
it into the already full mailbox.

We stopped at the grotto on the way back—sure look like 
alignment stones? A lady with a little dog said it was built in 
the early ’20s, inspired by Lourdes, and that the rocks were 
brought from Erdeven, before it was illegal to m0ve rocks. 
They had to have a well grotto, so they built one!

We roused Mike for supper & had a quick visit to the well 
in St. d’Auray (dry) and the church. L’Auberge was wonder-
ful—another fantastic meal.

We’re all hoping trips to emergency rooms are over.

No pictures taken this day.
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Day 13: Saturday, September 25, 2004—Transfer to Landrellec

Dana woke us at 9 a.m. as planned to pack for leaving. 
Bucky had done a lot of packing the night before. Promptly 
at 10:30, Mme Huby and Lillie (a pugnosed yorkie-like bébé) 
arrived. Mme Huby is short, round, red haired & cheerful. 
She was satisfied with the condition of the house. Thru a 
complicated formula, we determined that we owed 46.28€ for 
electricity for the week.

We had our photo by Mme Huby (with Lillie). We said our 
goodbyes (regretfully) and Mike walked out to the street for 
their ride home—Dana & Mike’s shockless car, loaded with 
luggage and the two of them, couldn’t make it over the speed 
bump without scraping!

And so we were off to the north of Brittany.
Rochefort-en-Terre—village of f lowers.* It’s a brilliant 

sunny day. The village is charming—a few apparently French 
tourists walking around, tho based on the creperie menu 
“for our British vesetors,” not all tourists are French. We are 
having lunch in the “Creperie La Sarrazine” (Blue Award)—
Bucky had a delicious seafood crepe & I a salmon with cream 
sauce and crispy edges. Val de Rance cider (2002 Gold Medal 
Winner) and chocolate and coconut dressing crepe (moi) and 
pear/Calvados for Bucky—both delicious.

When we sat down, we noticed huge coffee cups on the 
table. We got our cider, and poured it as always. Then Bucky 
noticed people serving and drinking their ciders in the big 
cups. Apparently a local custom. Or a tourist one.

Next a quick spin thru town. Chocolates & postcards. 

* Not to be outdone by the official Beautiful Villages (see 2002-09 Driving the 
Stone Age II, “Southern Stones”), there is another organization of Flower Villages.

Chocolates &  cookies from an artisinal shop, “ l ’Art 
Gourmand.” I took a photo to show John. We walked a back 
path for a view, but decided to push on—still a bit of a drive 
to the North Coast & it was already 2 p.m.

The drive (of course) took longer than we expected—a bit of 
confusion at the N24, giving us the directions Vannes ( where 
we had just came from) & Rennes (where we did not want 
to go). Then off the big road to a long drive on windy roads 
behind slo-mo drivers. Almost as soon as we passed from the 
Morbihan to the Cotes d’Armor, we lost the sun!

Finally arrived at Hent Treig Lern #7 in Landrellec at a 
little before 6. Yvette Blonsard was waiting. The house is big, 
all stone floors, modern, lovely views to the water & a walking 
trail (old customs track) for hikers.

The trail was where the house had “its bottom in the water.” 
That’s what the description said on the Gite de France web 
site & we had been laughing at it. But it was a lovely view, 
down a long sloping yard to the little estuary and across to 
the wooded shore opposite, while off to the right little rocky 
islands stood in the open water. We’re enchanted by our 
house with its bottom in the water.

But a disappointment! No Elizabeth. Mme Blonsard gave 
us the message & Elizabeth called late tonight to give the full 
story about a fellow who has been conning $ from her mama.

Mary and Ed arrived about an hour after we did, little 
trouble until reaching Tregastel, where the directions got 
dodgy. We got them in and decided to try the local restaurant 
in Landrellec, the “Maccareux” (the puffin?) Outside, it 
looked small & beach-scruffy. Inside were comfortably sized 
tables covered with white linen and set with silver plate. We 
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had a delicious, relaxing supper—Bucky had more oysters 
and we both ordered beef for once. Apertifs (Breton Kirs), 
cidre, desserts, yum! Lot of lobster in this area plus loads of 
other seafoods. The air felt warmer when we came out hours 
later! Because we were so well fortified?



At home before leaving.



































Rochefort-en-Terre.

















Chocolates for sale!





















The view from our house in Landrellec, with “its bottom 
in the water.”
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Day 14: Sunday, September 26, 2004—Tregastel

Bucky & Ed went foraging while Mary & I unpacked and 
mastered the French laundry equipment in the house (the 
washer is bigger and better). The guys were marvelously 
successful—got cash (I had forgotten we needed to give 
Mme Bussard a security deposit & so our cash was wiped 
out), picnic lunch fixings, some household items, 6 bottles 
of Bordeaux on a promotion & a 2 PM reservation at a Green 
Guide recommendation for lunch! It was seaside (so touristy) 
but none the less, good.

We all ordered the 23.80€ menu. Bucky had a huge plate 
of delicious mussels in cream sauce, Mary & I had warm goat 
cheese on flakey pastry & salad, Ed had salmon tartare. Then 
came plates! Duck, Beef, “cocotte” for Bucky—cocotte is a big 
cooking pot—cod & leeks. With my duck came salted small 
parsnips & a spring roll like delight—vegetables and duck 
meat? And dessert! Three hours of delicious dining, then we 
tramped around the beach outside collecting stones.

There are BIG rocks on the beach! Plus an interesting bit 
of shell Bucky thinks comes from cuttlefish. We walked 
around Tregastel a bit—everything but the church & boulon-
gee—patisserie closed. The little church was dark with blue 
painted wood vaulted ceilings. An old-looking carving of 
St Anne & her mother? Some models of sailing ships on the 
ceiling beam & in a wall mounted glass case. Della Robbia on 
2 sides of 2 cross lumbers & ceiling supports. No mention of 
this in Philippe’s Cadogan.

Home and I needed a nap. Now, after TV news, we’re 
g rog ged &  qu iet— d r i n k i ng  Buck y  a nd E d ’s  1 .50 € 
Bordeaux & falling asleep. My arm hurts & the cast feels tight. 
I feel as though my thumb is becoming numb, yet I can still 

wiggle it. A pain.



Lunch!
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A walk around town.





















Back home.
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Walking the Sentier du Douanier: Path of the Customs Inspectors.
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Day 15: Monday, September 27, 2004—Men ar Rompet, Sillon de Talbert, Abbaye de Beauport

We started at about 10:30 and stopped at the Tregastel 
Farmer’s Market—lots of cheese, sausage, linens, clothes, 
mohair hat, gloves, socks, scarves, one stall with 2 giant (6 ft 
across) pans of potatoes, sausage & bacon frying. We bought 
garlic, a lemon and a shallot for .90€. No hat for Bucky. On 
to a dolmen Alle Couvert—Men ar Rompet. #12 in Burl. It 
seemed to be in a “place”—near a house that seemed only to 
be accessible by boat. We passed fields of artichokes & what 
Mary thought was cauliflower—later she said that this area is 
the artichoke & cauliflower region.

We tried to find lunch, but we were too late @ near 2 p.m. 
After some backing and forthing, including searching for 
Moulin a Sur Mer Creperie (not 2.4 km N of Tredarsec as the 
GG said) we determined we could not eat there for lunch but 
we could for supper. We finally found a Super U Marche & got 
picnic lunch that we took to Sillon de Talbert, north of 
Lezardrieux (where the restaurant/creperie really was).

Bucky & I were determined to walk to the end—about 2 
miles each way. Mary & Ed decided not to come along. They 
waited at the picnic tables. The causeway quickly changed 
from sand to rounded “river” stones—green, pink, rose, 
gray & every other shade imaginable. It was pretty but dif-
ficult walking & it seemed to go on forever, especially with 
no water. We finally reached the end, a young couple racing 
ahead—either he needed a pipi rustique, or they were anxious 
for privacy behind the sea sculpted rocks. 

We crossed over wet rocks and started taking photos. After 
a few minutes, Bucky yelled, “Time to Go!” I took one more 
photo, turned and saw that our route was now a river! The 
tide was rising & sea water was running in across a low place 

in the gravel rocks. We hastened back & I hurriedly removed 
shoes and socks. Bucky was yelling “La mere, sa rive” at the 
young couple, and they slowly appeared from their privacy.

Bucky plunged in with shoes and socks on—the water was 
already 5-6 inches deep with a fast moving current! I think 
he left his boots on to have a steady purchase on the slippery-
when-wet stones, giving me his arm to help us cross together.

We only had to cross about 15 feet, but it was startling that 
the tide had changed so quickly & the force of the rushing 
water against our feet & ankles was already fairly strong. On 
the other side I put shoes & socks back on—Bucky retreated 
to higher ground soon after and took off shoes and socks—
wringing water out of his socks. He said, however, that it was 
recommended that one get the boots thoroughly soaked and 
walk in them to fit them to one’s feet! 

Our pants were wet to our knees & the slog back was a 
bit uncomfortable but uneventful. Mary & Ed were patiently 
waiting in the car (2 hrs!). It was only 5:30, so we decided 
to go to the ruined Abbaye de Beauport, south of Paimpol, 
12th c—Mary’s choice. It was in a beautiful, lush setting—lots 
of flowers. Bucky wished on an American quarter in the old 
well that my arm would be OK. Mary said, “If wishing makes 
it so.”

We found a phone box @ the hospital to call Dr. B’s office, 
but I got a message that the office was closed for lunch!

Back to Lezardrieux for crepes @ Creperie du Moulin a 
Mer—a lovely supper in an old timbered building—a forgetful 
server & his wife, an excellent crepe maker. Dinner & dessert 
crepes were delicious & kir Breton & cidre. But best of all—
cats! Two gray persons—Moulin & Neptune (the m=smaller) 
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very friendly cats. Bucky took my picture with Moulin, who 
is 4 years old. Both need serious brushy comby. A 3rd cham-
pagne colored cat was hauled in, but he was skittish and took 
off.

We learned that there are actually two different kinds of 
“crepes”—for the main plate you have a galette, made with 
buckwheat f lour—dark. Then for dessert, a crepe—lighter 
color, wheat flour. Ed said he wants to learn to make galettes. 
Bucky said without the big plop of Breton butter chopped off 
the top of the mound of it sitting on a plate by the stove, they 
wouldn’t be the same.

Home @ 10:15 for Bordeaux (the .50€ a bottle variety) and 
pleasant conversation.



Tregastel Farmer’s Market.
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Men ar Rompet dolmen/allée couvert.
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The Sillon de Talbert.
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The tidal river we waded across.
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Ed says, “The wnderers returning.”



The Abbaye de Beauport.

http://abbayebeauport.com/fr.html
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Creperie du Moulin a Mer.
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Day 16: Tuesday, September 28, 2004—Plage St. Guirec, Port L’Epine, Port Blanc, Penvelen

10:30 a.m. drove to Plage St. Guirec to begin exploring the 
cliffs of the Pink Granite Coast. Stopped immediately in a 
gift shop—bought a beautiful scene for Peggy B. & a Breton 
recipe book for Darrell & postcards, stationery & a bottle of 
mead (Ed). Down to the beach with the oratory of St. G with 
pins in noise & flag in mouth. Up along the rocks to locked 
chapel, past the saint’s “bed”—depression in a boulder with 
basin. On to point of rocks with views of September Isles. 
Back down to beach & around to the footpath “sentier des 
Douaniers”—the path of the Customs officers, who walked 
and rode it watching for smugglers! Bucky asked Mary & Ed 
to reconnoiter the signs to the path & took me to a shop where 
he bought a fisherman’s cap with my approval. Then through 
back yards of eucalyptus trees and fragment hedges. Out on 
to point of gargoyle chapel, past “Foot” rock to lighthouse. 
Views to west. On a little path to views to east with rock road 
with trail tracks that ran down water. Now we were seeing the 
rocky coast—beautiful in the rich light and sea air.

There was a robin on the roof of a little stone shed going 
back into town. Bucky was urging the company back to town 
for lunch—he’s getting used to thinking about opening and 
closing hours. Sat in Restaurant Coste Mor—first place, right 
on the beach, for long lunch. 1–4 p.m. and 3 taste tastings. 
Table had mussels Breton; steamed in a pot with cauli-
flower & lard (bacon). This was a big hit all around. Bucky had 
assiete de fruit de mer. Me a smoked fish salad, Ed smoked 
Salmon salad, Salad Normande for Mary with lots of haricot 
vert. Mary & Ed took a walk while Bucky finished lunch & Ed 
bought new hat just like Bucky’s! Now they’re twins!

Even though we were sated, we pushed on for a drive to 

Port Blanc. Stopped off in Perros—G to find Pt. du Chateau, 
but lost signs and pushed on. Around the big low bay of P. 
G. to Port L’Epine. A couple took their dinghy out to their 
boat. He dragged the plastic wheeled dinghy and she lugged 
the motor. A little gimpy dog chased the big labrador off the 
beach. Then Port Blanc. Back inland to Tréléven, Stopped in 
Trestel for more views.

Penvenan—passed through and I spotted a Quimper 
pottery shop. We parked, Bucky & I walked back to the shop. 
After an hour or more of contemplating & discussion, we 
bought 6 pieces for our final place setting: dinner plate, soup 
plate, salad plate, bread plate, cup & saucer & a placemat for 
a centerpiece—all to be shipped. Then a stop at the librarie: 
two board books for Marie’s baby. Then home for picnic sup-
per & 3 bottles of Bordeaux, the last of the 6 at 1.50€ each. And 
laundry.

Nice Weimeraner in car—gray. Dutch couple/man offered 
to take our photo at table. And holding rug rat dog! 



At home, bottom in the water.







Plage St. Guirec.
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Pin-nosed St. Guirec.
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We’ll come back to this.
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Planning a walk on the Sentier du Douanier.
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This is where we were.
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This is why they call it the Pink Granite Coast.
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We were about here:
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Lunch, with the best mussels ever.
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Above Plage Perros-Guirec.
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The “port” of Perros-Guirec town.
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Somewhere…
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Port Blanc.
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Penevan, where we bought a Quimper place setting.



Home for Cheesehenge.
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Day 17: Wednesday, September 29, 2004— Menez-Bré, Guingamp, Pointe de Plouha, Kermaria Chapel

Bucky & E went supper shopping. Stocked up on more 
cheap wine! Out at 11:15 to Guingamp. Stopped on the way 
at Menez-Bré—sacred hill with fantastic views. Cadogan: 
“…known as the Good Giant to Bretons from this area.” No 
mention of the beautiful old chapel standing all alone at the 
odd flat top of the hill. Had a bit of confusion trying to figure 
out how to drive up.

In Guingamp, lunch at Creperie de St. Ives (good), a visit to 
the old church and remnants of walled city—not much left.* 
Then to Pointe de Plouha—spectacular! More of the Sentier 
du Douaniers.

Tried to see the Danse Macabre at Kermaria Chapel—
CLOSED & no gardienne to be found. Asked neighbors, 
followed little signs, no luck.

Home, picnic supper, garden flowers, promo wine & mead. 
Now, writing postcards.

* Were we sitting at a café in the church square when Ed told us he wanted to 
learn to make galettes? Did he have a cookbook he had bought?
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Kermaria Chapel.
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Supper at home.
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Bucky & I went to Lannion for my 10 a.m. appointment 
for second x-ray and consultation, to see if cast needed 
reconstruction. Efficient as before, perhaps another Algerian 
doctor? Healing well. Mary & Ed planned to visit Tregastel 
Plage. We got home to have picnic lunch before going off with 
Mary & Ed to see some local stones right in the neighborhood. 
Prajou Menhir, with the breasts near Isle Grande. In spite of 
the name, an allé couverte! Bucky crawled inside to see the 
carvings & pronounced them questionable.

We also went to St. Duzec, the Christianized menhir. Third 
to Kerguntuil dolmen, then walked up the road & around 
corner by ruined farm buildings, down path to allé couverte. 
We could all crawl inside it to see a row of “breasts” carvings.

Decided to go to Treguier Cathedral & walk around town 
before driving back to Lezardreiux & the Moulin a Mer for 
more crepes! Reading about the Cathedral we found it had 
a treasury room with a fascinating skull relic. Mary and Ed 
were not interested in viewing the relic but we managed to 
find it. The cathedral also had a porch containing a black 
virgin with a small maze built into the floor. We visited the 
cloister & and walked around the wall outside the cathedral 
grounds.



Our back yard.
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Prajou Menhir, so called.



























St. Duzec, the Christianized menhir.















Dolemn and allée couverte Kerguntuil.
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Into Place du Martray, Treguier.
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The cathedral treasury.
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Again to the Moulin a Mer.
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Mary & Ed stayed home in the morning to do laundry, 
pack, relax. Bucky & I went out to find more of the Burl 
sites we didn’t get to yesterday. In order to be back home 
by 1 p.m. for picnic lunch, we had time for the Chapel at St. 
Samson & Crech Qiulle.

The St. Sam Chapelle was lovely—a small little thing with 
a pint sized stele outside the front door for folks to touch as 
they entered. Down the path to the trees & undergrowth was 
a stile, & beyond it, an old well with a stone path bordered by 
2 small stones. Burl is silent on the well!

Crech Quille is an allé couverte notable for its complete-
ness. Burl says it has a pair of breasts & a necklace, but we 
couldn’t find those. This allé couverte is in a narrow field 
between houses & cow pastures. The neighborhood is named 
after the dolmen.

We headed home by way of Tregastel Plage, to get 
bread & dessert. We also found Tregastel-Bourge with its cute 
little church & made reservations for dinner. The town was 
mostly closed except for the Shopi store. The cashier & we 
were the only people in it. She commented that few Americans 
were in town.

At home, we plowed through 3 kinds of ham, 2 cheeses, 
bread, butter, 2 bottles of wine & salad with olives & paté. 
After cleaning up, Mary & Ed went for a walk along the 
Sentier des Douaniers while Bucky & I packed. By the time 
Mary and Ed returned, we were ready for a short walk—we 
didn’t go far—sat on a stone bench in front of red & blue 
small boats & watching the tide coming in, 1st over the 3 small 
marker stones we picked out—black, dark, white, then creep 
up around the “Kulkulcan” stone. Rain started & we sprinted 

for home.
I took a nap while Bucky & Ed drank more wine! Then 

showers & off to Auberge de Vielle Eglise in Tregastel Bourg. 
Lovely little restaurant with working folks, small kids, fami-
lies up front & more sedate folks in back—except for the table 
of 10 or 12 Brits & French men! We reached our record—3½ 
hours at supper! I had a blue curaco & Vouray aperitif, Bucky 
had an “Americano”—tasted a bit like a Manhattan. Ed & I, 
the 22€ menu, Bucky the 32 (12 oysters) & Mary an entrée. 
Me! geziers confit—Yum! With prunes, tomatoes; duck with 
potatoes, herb tomatoes, haricot verts wrapped in bacon, 
chocolate “fondue” (fudge) with fruit. Bucky–12 oysters (Ed 
ate 2), monkfish (divine), fresh goat cheese with salad, crème 
brûlée over chocolate cheesecake.



Chapel St. Samson.
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Tregastel-Bourge for supper.
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Ed’s special gallery of a house with its bottom in the water.
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Packed & got ready to leave. Settled up with Mrs. Blonsard. 
Said goodbye to Mary & Ed and took off for Sept Saintes. After 
the usual sign frustrations & a diversion, navigation had us 
there about 11 o’clock. Passed the fountain, of course & parked 
at the lichen splotched 1703 church. A party of 4 randonneurs 
was inspecting the interior—it was open! One of them told 
me “a dolmen,” I guess just in case we, as tourists, didn’t real-
ize the reason for this church’s fame.

The interior of the allé couverte was bizarre, with its wooden 
grill protecting the 5—not 7—wooden effigies. The interior of 
the church was crude and charming, with the transept floors 
raised several steps above the nave, one assumes to accom-
modate the huge uprights and capstones of the allé couverte. 
Bucky coveted the oddly painted panel of Christ, or a saint, 
with a putti in each of its corners.

We left for Cap Frehel—one of our planned stops along the 
way to Paris—& arrived in jig time. The coast road leading 
to it was beautiful–steep cliffs one side, wide meadows of 
close–lying heath or something with little yellow flowers all 
over. The Cape was wildly windblown, the rocks in odd brick 
pile weathering spires and heaps.

We had coffee in the shop looking out over the water. The 
hostess resented our asking for takeout & refused to under-
stand our order for one large coffee. When she did finally 
catch on, she returned with 2 regular size cups of coffee. 
Bucky actually had some, with lots of milk. Too windy for 
picnic lunch, so on to Fort La Lotte. Caught up with the a 
mass of bikers on a ride & began to trudge along the path from 
carpark to Fort with them. They dropped out at the menhir-
view-turn & we went on to the fort. Paid our fee & walked the 

old walls, over 2 draw bridges. Up into the keep for some 3 
fan views. The commander’s house had a fire burning. We 
saw the oubliette. Back out & off the path a bit, down into a 
small valley or gulch for picnic lunch. Being protected from 
the wind, it was very warm trudging back up to the car park.

Easy navigation following St.Malo signs. We drove into 
the old walled town & used hotel signs to arrive right at hours. 
Every hotel inside the walls was listed, dead easy. The goofy 
cigarillo smoking host made sure we knew exactly how to 
use our key & “helped” Bucky park in the tiny underground 
garage. We made some restaurant notes from the Red Guide 
on the back of the good town map provided by our host. 
Bucky checked the Red Guide for the “sights” against the 
town map & we were off on a walking tour before dinner.

Saw the seaside ramparts, the tidal swimming pool pointed 
out by the ferry steward on our arrival weeks (eons!) before. 
Saw the ferry port, Chateaubriand’s Island Tomb across the 
water, the old hotel, the Château, the port & several town sites–
Place of Fish Market, Cathedral, Place Of Vegetable Market.

For supper we sat outside on a heated terrace—mussels in 
cream sauce, Ray Fish/skate, crème brûlée, Cancale oysters, 
cod with traditional potatoes & chocolate fondant.

After supper, walking back to the hotel, we passed the 
Absinthe Bar. Stopped in for Calvados & absinthe & some loud 
music on the sound system St. Malo caters to the British tour-
ists—our restaurant menus in English & French, the toilets 
were marked “Ladies” & “Gents.” The bar was reminiscent of 
the 60s—no European traditional music—and either identifi-
able or comfort sounds. Smoky, dark, like they want to be 
smoking hash. They should talk to those old stone raisers.
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We found out the supposed meaning of Quic en Groigne—
complain as you will, I’ll do what I want—the Duchess Anne.

Our tiny little room in our European-style hotel (1st etage = 
2nd floor) was perfectly adequate—we could open windows! So 
after a good night’s sleep, Bucky was able to easily remove our 
car from the miniscule below ground parking lot—as long as he 
had no help from our host.* Drove right out a gate in the town 
wall & were immediately stopped by a skating (fundraising?) 
group—kids mostly—driven on by bagpipers!

Over the causeway, a sign for “autres directions” sign took 
us back out the way we came in, recognizing the Hippodrome 
along the way to confirm our naivigation. As we drove, sadly, 
I determined the Bayeux museum was closed on Sunday! We 
decided instead to go to Dol de Bretagne & see the Menhir des 
Champs. We walked through town—very atmospheric with 
long ancient arcades lining the main shopping street. Not much 
open on a Sunday. Saw the cathedral, decided to buy car lunch 
supplies & push on.

Drove to the menhir, via a deviation. It is HUGE. Penis-like. 
Sorry that’s what they look like. We ate lunch there, among the 
berry pickers & photo tourists. Then on to Mont Saint Michelle—
we planned to drive up just to look, but got swept in with 4€ to 
park, so since we needed toilets, in we went. It was quite interest-
ing. Packed with tourists, Diagon Alley streets of souvenir shops, 
snack & drink bars, crêperies, loads of hotels & finally, on top, the 

* On our arrival, we had to endure our host directing me how to park in our 
assigned space in the lot under the hotel. I figured his directing took about four 
times longer than if I could have just parked. It was a close shave, but not that 
close.

church. Free day! We toured the entire church (entrance staffed 
by nuns—real??)

From Mont Saint Michelle, we pushed on to Elbeuf, it already 
being past 2. Elbeuf is a good-sized town with many sections, 
right on the Seine. Industrial & modernized after the war, it 
looks seedy & rough today. Perhaps we were in the bad neighbor-
hood—impossible to know. We walked around a bit & took some 
photos—all the shops were closed. All the offices, too—nowhere 
to drop off Dad’s book.** Not surprising for Sunday. Too bad we 
couldn’t have come on a work day.

The drive from Elbeuf to Surveilliers was horrid. Multiple 
tolls that stopped traffic & traffic generally becoming more 
congested & slower as we neared Paris. We followed Mappy 
directions as far as they took us–on the A1/E 13? Under CDG 
and towards Surveilliers. One tiresome mistake—took the 
wrong turn off the ronde point & were heading north, towards 
Asterix Park. We were finally able to turn around & this time 
found our Novotel easily. We had a minor scare, finding a huge 
metal gate blocking the entrance (it was about 9 p.m.). But we 
pressed the intercom button & a lady said she’d open the gate, 
and she did. Our room was smoking, okay & had a window we 
could open. I figured out how to do it! Being the only car in 
the parking lot, we were not surprised to be the only people in 
the restaurant. BUT, it was open until midnight. Entre Côte for 
Bucky (rare—“blue”) & a complet omelette for me & salad, beer, 
carafe of wine & half-bottle of Badoit.

** Loie’s Dad was a member of the army units that liberated Elbeuf. A few years 
ago, he wrote a little reminiscence of the experience. We had hoped to take a copy 
to the library.
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We were finishing car packing by 10 a.m. I couldn’t find 
the car info to tell us which terminal had the car return—the 
English speaking desk clerk was very helpful. She found 
enough info to convince us we needed Terminal 1 & that 
Iceland air was also there. She also gave us directions to a Le 
Clerc Super U to get inexpensive gazoil. It turned out to be 
0.914—a good price for so near Paris.

Then our luck began to desert us—clearly marked road to 
CDG, which we found but NO good direction signs. Bucky 
finally intuited “FRET” was the freight terminal—no good to 
us—and finally saw “Aerogare” & correctly assumed that was 
the passenger area. Eventually we saw signs for rental and 
Terminal 1 and started up up a dark circular ramp into the 
intestines of CDG.

Two signs for EuropCar pointed directly at each other. 
Bucky parked, reconnoitered and finally we successfully 
returned the car. Departures turned out to be near the IA 
desk. Of course, horrible crowding & confusion. Then we were 
pulled out of a line to have our bags inspected. Exceedingly 
slow & thorough & as the check-in line cleared out the inspec-
tion line piled up. The one lady doing the checking ended up 
looking only at our bag of dirty laundry, she was so far behind 
any kind of schedule! So only one of our 4 big suitcases. She 
was obviously irked @ the male clerk who pulled out all the 
passengers for search, then would not help her do it.

Finally into the hamster-cage slidewalk tubes and off to the 
departure gates. Luckily not too long a walk to ours. Once 
inside, no toilets to be seen, of course no smoking, no bar or 
pub, just dirty worn chairs and maybe one trash can. Slight 
delay leaving, arrived on time in Reykjavik and are now 

headed home. Sigh.
Time to go back!
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Rocks on the Land

Stonehenge, and Avebury and Silbury Hill were revelations. As 
far as I could see, they had nothing to do with “landscape,” at least 
not in the sense I think of that word. It takes some imagination to 
reconstruct in one’s mind the actual look of Stonehenge, so much 
of it is tumbled down and gone, but it wasn’t all that difficult to see 
that when it was finished, with its three concentric rings of giant 
blocks of stone, there was no view out. The stones would visually 
overlap, leaving at best glimpses as through slits in a solid stone 
wall. It was giant prison of stone. In much the same way, Avebury, 
surrounded by its mighty ditch and earth wall, divorced you almost 
entirely from the surrounding “landscape.” And Brittany was more 
of the same, and more.

The seaside town of Carnac and the little gulf of Morbihan are 
a trove of stones. Immense rows go on for miles; rings, cairns and 
passage graves litter the landscape; the tumulus of St. Michel looms 
over the rows; the impossibly immense Grand Menhir lies broken 
and enigmatic and the magnificent passage grave of Gavrinis 
crowns a small island in the gulf. (When most of the monuments 
were built, the gulf was a fertile valley just beginning to be drowned 
by the rising sea.) But in spite of many attempts by archaeologists 
to give some significance to the placement or orientation of this 
bewildering mish mosh of stones, we couldn’t see or feel any rela-
tion to the land. Perhaps there may have been some to the sky. With 
all the rainy or overcast days Brittany enjoys, it would be hard to tell. 
It seemed to us the haphazard rows—in many places, even when 
the rows were relatively undisturbed, it was difficult to see they are 
rows—might have been monuments to occasions: did a family add 
a stone every year, or at a birth or death?

During our first week in Brittany, in Carnac, we shared a house 

with Dana and Mike, the French Guys; Mary and Ed had stayed 
behind to do some more English touring. It was during a late night 
conversation that I introduced our “Quick and the Dead” theory to 
our new friends. Mike pooh poohed it.

“There’s too many things going on,” he said. “You can’t make a 
change like that apply everywhere. And besides, there’s that long 
dark Mesolithic in between.” I was disappointed. I had been so sure 
we were on to something, that the change in art and style signified 
some important change in the way people were thinking and 
behaving. But it turned out it was Mike who was on to something.

Our second week in Brittany was spent in the north, with Mary 
and Ed; our new French friends returned to their home in the Lot 
when we left Carnac. Although the north wasn’t as spectacular for 
Neolithic sites, we saw plenty of intriguing rocks and more of the 
abstract carvings we had seen in the south. We also saw several 
places where ancient stones had been incorporated into modern 
settings: churches built near or over them, or Christian symbols 
carved on them. Someone had continued to consider them signifi-
cant right up to modern times.

Comes The Dawn
After we returned home, I kept mulling over all the things we 
had seen on all our trips. It seemed to me, especially after seeing 
Stonehenge, that the Neolithic people weren’t concerned with the 
landscape as it is, but rather as they could manipulate it. I remem-
bered the insight Loie and I had garnered on during DtSA Part II, 
in the Neolithic village of Cambous: how the people had clustered 
their houses so closely together. We thought then that the stones, in 
all their various configurations, had been much more place mark-
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ers, dividing the landscape, marking it as human. Stonehenge and 
Avebury certainly seemed to do that. So in a sense, the Neolithic 
stones might be about “landscape,” as in our modern art of land-
scaping: shaping (or marking) the land and the plants on it to some 
human ideal of beauty or utility. But the Neolithic concern seemed 
to be with the artificial, not the natural. Were we still stuck with 
something like the Quick and the Dead?

I was intrigued by Mike’s remark about the Mesolithic era, and 
did some googling about Middle Stone Age art. Lo and behold, all 
of the vague, unsatisfactory ideas Loie and I had been discussing 
seemed to fall into place. 

Here’s one thing I read.
The rich art of the Paleolithic is replaced by a Mesolithic art that 

is quite different. Upper Paleolithic cave art depicts colored drawings 
and expressive features of animals which appear to come alive upon 
the cave walls. A full range of color is used. Mesolithic art in contrast 
is monotonous, is schematic; no realistic figures are present and only 
the color red is used. This form is also found in north Africa and the 
northern Mediterranean. Neolithic art is also schematic.
Then, I stumbled upon a truly amazing find, for me at least: the 

cone-shaped, stick footed figures of Zaraut-Kamar in Uzbekistan 
are truly over the top of some oddness scale. And these figures 
weren’t Neolithic, they were Mesolithic.

I was seeing animals and human figures galore, but as in my 
memories of the bull shrines and plastered skulls of the Neolithic, 
everything was artificial and abstract. Some of the human figures 
in particular were quite lively, the animals much less so. And the 
animals were no longer the great wild beasts, they were sheep and 
goats. The difference wasn’t between living and dead, it was between 
natural, and artificial or human. And the change took place during 
the Mesolithic. It didn’t happen because of the Neolithic farming 

“revolution.” It happened well before farming was developed.
The difference in the art of the two periods was absolutely clear 

to me. And it was not just art that was changing. The Mesolithic 
is associated with the end of the last great glacial period, when the 
climate of the earth changed completely. The great animals—mam-
moths, woolly rhinoceros, huge bears, gigantic elk—were gone. 
People now saw deer, elk, wild pig, rodents, birds, and fish. The 
intensity of this climatic change has been likened to trading the 
climate of Minneapolis for that of New Orleans, or of Moscow for 
Nice.

Their stone tools changed, becoming daintier. They used more 
bone tools. They probably lived a bit longer, too, an average of 25 or 
26 years, rather than 20 years.

They began to bury their dead in cemeteries and pose them in 
flexed positions; to construct small stone-floored house-huts. They 
invented the bow and arrow, fish traps, harpoons.

The changes in art, despite what Mike had said, are seen all over 
the world. They happen earlier in some places than others, perhaps 
in response to the climate change that happened differently in 
different places. But the cultural change in both art and technology 
is pretty much—except for the remnants of peoples living in places 
whose climates remained cold and harsh—universal. Then, and 
only then, did people begin to farm.

The Blink of A Brain
A long process of accumulation had come to a turning point. For a 
few million years, proto people with small brains had been living 
not too differently from other animals. They substituted stone tools 
for teeth and claws, clothing for natural pelts, but did little else with 
their technology that was much different from animals. Most of 
the things they saw around them were of Nature: animals, trees, 
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weather, stars at night, other people. Perhaps a few percent of the 
things they saw or did were human artifacts. Slowly, so slowly that 
no individual could ever notice any particular change, the amount 
of time spent with human artifacts began to increase. 

There’s no doubt the technical changes were accumulating more 
quickly during the late Paleolithic. Any reference book on ancient 
life will tell you that. The times between different stone tool types 
were getting shorter, although they still measured thousands of 
years. But thousands of years are much shorter than hundreds of 
thousands of years. Brain anatomy had evolved to our modern 
type. Weaving and ceramics were known to the cave painters. They 
were producing portable objects, carvings. They were spending 
more time doing more technical things than ever before when the 
climate changed.

That’s just a coincidence. I’ve read more than once our modern 
brains might have evolved due to the pressures of the often very 
rapid climate changes that occurred during the Ice Age. It’s amaz-
ing to think of, but it now seems the warm periods interspersed 
through the glacial periods might have come on in hundreds, or 
even tens of years. Of course it would take much longer for the 
effects of the changed climate to fully change the landscape from, 
say, tundra to forest. But the temperature and rainfall and so forth 
could have changed within a generation.

Blinking Brains?
All the time between our driving the Stone Age trips, I’ve been 
reading about evolution and brain changes and culture. One of the 
themes that’s come up in the last two decades or so is “plasticity:” 
the ability of the human brain to actually physically change. There 
is even a thought that this plasticity is an adaptation to the some-
times rapidly changing environment of the Ice Age. Back when I 

was in school, the conventional wisdom was that we are born with 
brains that aren’t going to change, just slowly die off. Apparently 
this isn’t so.

Human brains go through several general stages of growth dur-
ing out first few years and then our early teens, each one followed 
by a literal pruning away of much of the new growth. This growth 
occurs in the outer layers of the brain, those associated with what 
we think of as intelligence. You have a plastic, malleable brain. It 
can, and does, function primarily by learning.

Note that this learning does not affect your genetics; your learn-
ing is not passed physically to your children’s brains. And also note 
that it’s by no means clear exactly what happens in our brains when 
we learn.

The idea of plasticity has been around for a while, in a limited 
form. It’s been known for a long time that many animals—and, by 
theoretical extension, people too—have specific periods in their 
brain development when specific stimuli must be encountered.

Cats who are raised in cylindrical cages without horizontal 
obstructions will literally never “learn” to see horizontal bars or 
edges. The period when they need to be presented with horizontal 
obstructions apparently only lasts a week or two in their very earli-
est kitten hood. Chimpanzees and gorillas raised in captivity need 
to see other chimps or gorillas tending babies to “learn” mother-
ing skills: holding babies properly, nursing, etc. Some species of 
songbirds apparently learn their specific songs from older birds. So, 
there has long been evidence that brains often depend on learning 
even among animals we might think of as being pretty much 
driven by instinct. But newer experiments, especially with brain 
imaging, show that the learning and brain changing process can go 
on all your life.
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They’re Called “Plastic”
The newer brain theories hold that almost all of our individual 
human brain growth and development is plastic. How much of the 
development of other animal’s brains is plastic is still be discovered. 
And, even though specific parts of the human brain usually end 
up being the locale for specific mental tasks, your brain can, if it’s 
damaged, somehow “learn” to perform those tasks elsewhere. This 
is much more difficult, and may never work as well, but it is possible.

The buzz word for this aspect of brains is “neuroplasticity.” 
Scientists are all agog at how much our brains can change. But it’s 
not easy. Your brain won’t sprout new neural connections due to 
every little fleeting phenomenon. It takes concentrated attention, 
for hours a day, for weeks, to make specific new brain growth and 
therefore retention. Perhaps kind of like the attention people were 
giving more and more to tools and art as the Paleolithic wore on?

Indeed, I found an article online about, of all places, Orkney, 
that at least raised somewhat of the same idea.

Finally, conceptual evidence for the Mesolithic lies in the nature 
of the Neolithic of Orkney. Archaeologists are agreed upon the 
amazing sophistication of the Neolithic culture that flourished here 
(Ritchie (ed) 2000). So much so that a range of Neolithic monuments 
(from settlement to burial and ritual sites) have been identified as of 
World Heritage status (Foster & Linge 2002).

The stone circles, burial mounds and stone built villages (with 
their stone furnishings) of Neolithic Orkney are indeed amazing, but 
it is most unlikely that they developed suddenly and out of nothing. 
Evidence for the Early Neolithic of Orkney is scanty (Ritchie 1985) 
but increasing (Richards 2003).

How much of it was new (the introduction of domestic animals 
and crops, for example, must have taken place with boats) and how 
much of it developed out of the pre-existing ways of the indigenous 

population? It is highly unlikely that monuments such as those of 
the later Neolithic could have arisen in a rootless society…

This is not just a question of physical ability: the building and 
organisation of the monuments; it is also a question of thought and 
feelings, of people’s identification with the land.

Why, for example, was the area of the Ness of Brodgar so impor-
tant to the local community? The great monuments that stride 
along the narrow isthmus here indicate a society that had a deep 
and long-lived identification with the land. It is most likely that 
this identification goes well back into the pre-Neolithic, Mesolithic, 
times. Evidence elsewhere increasingly emphasises the continuities 
between the Mesolithic and Neolithic in Scotland (Telford 2002; 
Finlayson 1999) and Orkney is unlikely to have been different. 
Indeed the floruit* of Neolithic society here is such that it must have 
been based on a solid indigenous foundation: otherwise known as 
the Mesolithic.**
This little confirmation of Loie’s thoughts in Scotland was 

encouraging. However, the question of what was conserved, and 
how, and what changed and how still remained.

* The time period during which a person, group, culture, etc. is at its peak. Or, 
the time during which something or someone is known to have existed, without 
being able to say exactly when it began or ended.

** “Searching for the First Settlers of Orkney,” CR Wickham-Jones. in Papers and 
Pictures In Honour of Daphne Home Lorimer, MBE. Orkney Archaeological 
Trust, 2004.
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